The problem of monitoring a multivariate linear regression model is relevant in studying the evolving relationship between a set of input variables (features) and one or more dependent target variables. This problem becomes challenging for large scale data in a distributed computing environment when only a subset of instances is available at individual nodes and the local data changes frequently. Data centralization and periodic model recomputation can add high overhead to tasks like anomaly detection in such dynamic settings. Therefore, the goal is to develop techniques for monitoring and updating the model over the union of all nodes' data in a communication-efficient fashion. Correctness guarantees on such techniques are also often highly desirable, especially in safety-critical application scenarios. In this paper we develop DReMo -a distributed algorithm with very low resource overhead, for monitoring the quality of a regression model in terms of its coefficient of determination (R 2 statistic). When the nodes collectively determine that R 2 has dropped below a fixed threshold, the linear regression model is recomputed via a network-wide convergecast and the updated model is broadcast back to all nodes. We show empirically, using both synthetic and real data, that our proposed method is highly communication-efficient and scalable, and also provide theoretical guarantees on correctness.
Introduction
Multi-variate linear regression is an important and widely used technique for modeling the behavior of a target variable based on a set of input variables (features). In scenarios where the data changes or evolves over time, monitoring the model for identifying such changes may be essential. This problem becomes more challenging if the data is distributed at a number of different nodes, and the model needs to be recomputed periodically to avoid inaccuracy. If the data is piecewise stationary, periodic model recomputation often wastes a lot of resources.
For example, for large networked distributed systems such as the Cloud and the Internet, anytimeness is extremely important, and monitoring the health of tens of thousands of data centers supporting numerous services requires extremely fast and correct detection of every performance crisis. The target variable for the identification of such crises can be response latency or request throughput [3] , and an on-time and accurate alert suggesting a change in the inputtarget relationship can get the operators' immediate attention towards fault diagnosis and recovery. Similarly, we can monitor the carbon footprint of a community (city/state/country) in the next generation Smart Grids by modeling the carbon emission as a function of power consumption and natural energy production. Any change from the standard model can indicate change in consumption pattern, fault in power generators, etc. and an on-time detection can enable human intervention and guarantee uninterrupted service.
Most existing solutions for monitoring models in such setups usually trade off model fidelity for lower communication cost. Some of the approaches for monitoring models in distributed systems include the sampling-based metalearning strategy [11] and randomized techniques such as gossip [9] . The first group of algorithms suffer from the drawback that accuracy drops with increasing number of nodes in the network whereas gossip-based algorithms rely on sufficient statistic computation on a random selection of nodes and are extremely communication-intensive for changing data scenarios. In the ideal case, the monitoring algorithm should be able to raise an alert every time an event occurs in the network and should do so with as little communication overhead as possible. Monitoring algorithms that satisfy these properties have been proposed earlier [16] , where instead of periodically rebuilding a model, a thresholding criterion is developed to efficiently detect changes in the global model by only monitoring changes in the local data. The provable correctness of this class of algorithms ensures that the distributed algorithm can raise all the alerts that a centralized algorithm (seeing all the data at once) can detect and this is of utmost importance in many critical applications such as the ones mentioned above. However, the problem with the existing technique is that the usefulness of these algorithms is limited by the design parameters chosen by the user. If the user does not have prior knowledge about the data, it is possible that a wrong choice of the thresholding criterion can render these algorithms useless.
In this paper we overcome this problem for multivariate linear regression by formulating the monitoring problem in terms of the coefficient of determination R 2 , a statistical metric for checking the quality of linear regression models. Since the R 2 statistic lies between 0 and 1, it is a scale free measure for the quality of fit for any data set. The algorithm developed in this paper, DReMo, works for horizontally partitioned data (defined later) and offers provable correctness guarantees with minimal communication. It is a reactive algorithm since communication for model recomputation does not happen periodically. Whenever the nodes jointly discover that the model no longer fits the data, an alert is raised and a convergcast/broadcast scheme is then deployed for model recomputation.
Related work
Regression being a powerful modeling tool, extensive research has been done for both distributed and centralized modeling and monitoring. In this paper we briefly review existing literature on distributed regression and its monitoring. Hershberger and Kargupta [7] have proposed one of the earliest wavelet transformation-based distributed regression algorithm for vertically partitioned data where each node observes all possible instances of a subset of features. The wavelet transform on the data optimizes the communication overhead by reducing the effect of the cross terms and the local regression models are centralized for building the global model. Another popular distributed regression algorithms has been proposed by Guestrin et al. [6] for learning kernel linear regression models in sensor networks. Once the model converges, instead of sending the raw data, the central node can only collect the coefficients of the regression model as a compact representation of the data, thereby reducing communication. The algorithm requires two passes through the entire network per data change to ensure global convergence, in the worst case and, therefore, may require huge number of messages and a long time to converge in dynamic data scenarios. It should be noted here that both these methods, as well as many other distributed regression techniques solve an approximate version of the centralized regression problem and therefore, cannot guarantee provable correctness when adapted for monitoring.
Meta-learning is an interesting class of algorithms which can be adopted for distributed model learning. Proposed by Stolfo et al. [15] , the basic idea is to learn a model at each site locally (no communication at all) and then, when a new sample comes, predict the output by simply taking the average output of the local model outputs. The underlying assumption is that the data distribution is homogeneous across the nodes i.e. they have all been generated from the same distribution. Significant research has been done in the area of distributed computing of complex models. Gossip based computations have been proposed by Kempe et al. [9] and Boyd et al. [4] for computing simple primitives such as average, min, max etc. of a set of numbers distributed across the network. In gossip protocols, a node exchanges statistics with a random node and this process continues until convergence. Deterministic techniques such as the ones proposed by Scherber and Papadopoulos [13] and Mehyar et al. [12] solve a differential equation using messages exchanged between neighboring nodes such that the optimal solution to the equation gives the global average. However, both these classes of techniques require hundreds of messages per node for the computation of just one statistic and are not suitable for dynamic data. A related line of research concerns the monitoring of various kinds of data models over large numbers of data streams. Sharfman et al. [14] have developed an algorithm for monitoring arbitrary threshold functions over distributed data streams using both a broadcast based and a central coordinator based communication topology. Broadcast can be expensive for large networks while the coordinator topology assumes one root and all the other nodes as leaves. While, DReMo allows an arbitrary tree topology, comparison of DReMo under the "all leaf" tree topology versus their central coordinator algorithm is left to future work.
All of the above mentioned techniques can be adopted for monitoring evolving data streams in distributed computing environments, but they suffer from several drawbacks starting from very slow convergence resulting in extremely high communication overhead to lack of performance guarantees in detecting events or significant changes in the model. Recently, Bhaduri et al. [1] have proposed an algorithm for doing regression in large P2P networks which checks the squared error between the predicted and the target variables based on a generic monitoring algorithm proposed by Wolff et al. in [16] . If the error exceeds a predefined threshold (ǫ), the nodes raise an alert and the regression model is rebuilt. This method is communication-efficient and provably correct, but suffers from the serious disadvantage that the communication as well as model quality is dependent on a parameter ǫ that is input to the algorithm. This choice of ǫ is dependent on the data and can vary from 0 to ∞. If the user has no or limited knowledge about the data distribution in the computing network (which is often the case for all practical purposes), then a wrong choice of ǫ can render the algorithm useless. To overcome this problem, we propose a new regression monitoring algorithm DReMo which monitors the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) which is a tried-and-tested, well-accepted, and widely-used regression diagnostic measurement with 0 ≤ R 2 ≤ 1. Closer the value of R 2 is to 1, the better is the model quality and vice versa. However, since the R 2 statistic is no longer the L2 norm of the data, none of the theories developed for monitoring the L2 norm of data in a large network [1] are applicable i j ∈ R. Every local data tuple can be viewed as an input and output pair. Note that S i is time-varying, but for notational simplicity, we suppress an implicit t subscript. Let G = n i=1 S i denote the global data over all the nodes.
Nodes communicate with one another by sending sufficient statistics of a set of input vectors. We denote the sufficient statistics sent by node P i to P j as |X i,j | and
where |X i,j | is the size of a set of vectors and − − → X i,j is the average vector of that set. Computation of these quantities is discussed in the next section. We assume that reliable message passing is ensured by the underlying network and, therefore, if P i sends a message to P j , then P j will receive it. Thus, both nodes know X i,j and X j,i . We also assume that an overlay tree topology is maintained and it forms the network seen by the algorithm, e.g. the neighbors N i of node P i are the node's children and parent in the overlay. Note that, as shown in [2] , such an overlay tree can be efficiently constructed and maintained using variations of Bellman-Ford algorithms [5] [8] . Intuitively, the assumption of a tree overlay topology is needed to avoid 'double-counting' when communicating aggregate statistics. This will be discussed later when describing the specifics of the DReMo algorithm.
Problem definition:
At any given time, each node holds f , a linear regression model (the same for each node). When the algorithm is initialized, a convergecast and broadcast mechanism is used to compute the f over G and distribute it to each node. After this, the goal is for the nodes, through ongoing distributed computation, to monitor the quality of f (in terms of how well it fits the global data) and, when the quality becomes sufficiently low, raise an alert and initiate another convergecast and broadcast to recompute f and distribute it to each node. Quality is measured using the coefficient of determination, R 2 . Letting y i j and f ( − → x i j ) denote the true and estimated values of the target variable,
This coefficient is between 0 and 1, equalling 1 when the data perfectly fits f . The ratio compares the variance of f 's predictions (captured by the numerator) with the total variance of the data (captured by the denominator). Intuitively, this ratio captures the quality of f with respect to a baseline predictor which always returns the average value over all the observed data (the denominator). When R 2 is close to one, f provides a much better prediction of the observed values than the baseline. It is standard statistical practise when computing a regression model to compute R 2 as a measure of model quality. The value of R 2 is time-varying. The goal for the nodes is to determine whether the accuracy of f is unacceptable. Specifically, for a fixed, user-defined threshold ǫ, the nodes monitor whether R 2 is below ǫ. If yes, then an alert is raised and computation is carried out to evaluate a new f over the most up-to-date global data G. Therefore, the crux of the problem is for the nodes to carry out this quality monitoring in a communication-efficient manner. Since R 2 is a nonlinear function of the local data held by all nodes, solving such a problem is challenging. Before addressing this problem, a caveat is in order. The setup described so far has the network fixed. However, adjusting the algorithm to accommodate nodes arriving and leaving or communication links going up and down is straightforward and omitted for descriptive simplicity.
Next we will define data vectors − → v i ∈ R 2 (based on S i and f ), one for each node P i , and a monitoring function g : R 2 → R. We will show that the problem of monitoring whether R 2 is below ǫ can be reformulated as monitoring whether g is below zero when applied to a convex combination of − → v i 's. This result forms the basis of the DReMo algorithm proposed in this paper.
Monitoring
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. Thus, we have that R 2 being below ǫ is equivalent to g being below zero when applied to a convex combination of − → v i 's:
g is a parabola and { − → a ∈ R 2 : g( − → a ) = 0} splits R 2 into two regions: the area inside the parabola (which is convex), and the area outside (which is not convex). We denote
then if each node P i determines that − → v i is in the area inside the parabola, then − → v G must be too. This forms the basis for a very nice distributed algorithm. However, the same reasoning does not hold for the area outside the parabola. To get around this problem, the area outside the parabola is approximated as a union of overlapping half-planes (defined by tangent lines of g). If each node determines that − → v i is in the same half-space for all nodes, then − → v G must be in the half-plane as well (therefore, outside the parabola). In this case no communication is necessary since all nodes are in agreement. On the other hand, if different nodes have their − → v i -s in different convex regions (either inside the parabola or one of the half-spaces), or in none of these convex regions, then communication is required to come to a consensus. The goal now boils down to monitoring g( − → v G ) using the quantity
The next section develops this idea into a concrete algorithm.
DReMo: algorithm description
Based on the formulation of R 2 monitoring, we can develop a distributed algorithm which requires far less communication than centralizing all the information from all the nodes to one location. The intuition is to develop a set of conditions based on the data at each node. If these conditions are satisfied at all nodes independently, then we can guarantee some globally correct condition. This allows any node to cease communication and output the correct result. In the remainder of this section we first develop one such local stopping criterion and then describe how it can be effectively used for developing a distributed regression monitoring algorithm.
Thresholding criterion: Recall that
− → v i -s are the local vectors of any node P i . Now, we know that, if all − → v i -s lie in a convex region, then their convex combination is also in the same convex region. In order to check in a distributed fashion whether this condition is satisfied, each node needs to maintain the information about its neighbors' − → v i -s. The following sufficient statistics defined exclusively on local inputs allow a node to do this computation:
− → K i is defined as the convex combination of the local monitoring input − → v i and all the information that P i has received from all its neighbors i.e. − − → X j,i
agreement:
− − → A i,j is the information that both P i and P j share 3. withheld: H i,j , is the information that P i has and has not yet shared with P j
We also define the sizes of these statistics as the number of elements over which the statistic is computed. Thus, the sizes of these statistics are defined as, 1.
Using these, the vectors themselves are defined as:
Also, we can define the exchanged information (messages) between P i and P j to be
First note that, when the algorithm initiates, no messages have been sent, and so, both − →
As the algorithm proceeds, the messages sent by any node consists of knowledge at that node minus the information received by that node, to avoid duplicate counting. Now, in order to check if the convex combination of − → K i 's (and hence − → v i 's) are all in the same convex region, we need to split the domain of monitoring function g into non-overlapping convex regions. Figure 1 shows the regions. First of all, note that inside of the parabola is con-
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Copyright © SIAM. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited. vex by definition. The outside of the parabola is not convex; however it can be covered by hyper-planes defined by tangents to the parabola, thereby splitting it into convex regions. Therefore, the convex regions for this monitoring are:
, where − → u ℓ is the ℓ-th unit normal of the tangent to the parabola. These convex regions are collectively defined as C = {C in , C 1 , . . . , C t }. Also shown in the figure are the tie regions -those regions which lie outside the parabola, and also not inside any half-space. Given the convex regions, we state the following theorem which gives us a condition by which any node P i can decide if the global vector − → v G is inside any convex region based on only 
Proof (SKETCH):
We omit the formal proof here due to shortage of space. The intuition behind the proof is to take one node, say P i , and combine its data with any of its neighbor's data. Let P k be a neighbor of P i who sends all of its − − → H k,i to P i . P i on receiving this will set its new − → K i to be the convex combination of the old − → K i and − − → H k,i . Since both are in the same convex region by assumption, their convex combination will also be in the same convex region. It is also easy to verify that the agreements and withheld knowledges of P i with any other neighbor P j will also lie in the same convex region after this step. Thus, we can eliminate node P k since its information has already been incorporated into that of P i . Continuing this process of elimination we will have the knowledge of a single node equal to
. Now since in each of these elimination steps, − → K i always remain inside the convex region, so will
Each node can apply this stopping condition to its local vectors and if the condition is satisfied, then it need not communicate any messages even if its local data changes or it receives any message from its neighbors. Unfortunately, when − → K i lies in the tie region, the stopping condition cannot be applied. In this case, the only way a node can guarantee correctness is by sending all of the local information − → K i to all its neighbors. The goal is therefore, to place the tangent lines such that the area of this region is minimized. The following lemma shows us how to achieve this. 
(inside any half space), or (3) k loc = 3 otherwise (tie region). Now based on the outcome of this test, a node needs to send a message to its neighbor P j if any of the following occurs:
Case 1 occurs when − → K i lies in the tie region and a node needs to send its local information unless it has already sent everything in a previous communication. Cases 2 and 3 are for directly checking the conditions of Theorem 4.1. Note that we need to take special care when |H i,j | = 0, in which case, − − → H i,j is undefined. This means that a node has communicated everything to its neighbor and does not need to send a message again, unless another event occurs. Case 2 can occur, for example, when the node has already sent everything and then the local data changes, thereby making − → K i = − − → A i,j . Case 3 directly checks the condition of Theorem 4.1 with an added exception built-in to prevent this checking in case of |H i,j | = 0.
If any one of these conditions occur, a node can set
and |X i,j | ← |K i |−|X j,i | and send it to P j . However, as it turns out, if we set |H i,j | = 0, and the data changes again, a node might need to communicate because − → K i = − − → A i,j may be violated. To avoid this, we set X i,j to be equal to the smallest value for which either both − → K i and − − → A i,j goes inside the convex region or |H i,j | = 0. The pseudo code for this step is shown in Alg. 4.3.
On an event:
Update all vectors;
and
Update all vectors; s = ⌊s/2⌋; end while Send (P j , − − → X i,j , |X i,j |) to P j ;
Re-computing model using convergecast/broadcast:
Whenever the model at any node does not fit the data, it sets the output of DReMo to 1 based on g( − → K i ) < 0. Once the nodes jointly discover that the current model is out-ofdate, an alert is raised at each node and model recomputation becomes necessary.
We leverage the fact that a linear regression model can be easily computed by solving a linear set of equations. The coefficients of this equation can be written as a running sum over all the data points. Let the input-output be related linearly as follows:
. For simplicity, we separate the input data matrix at node P i as S i = [X i y i ], by partitioning the input and output into separate matrices. We can do this for G = [X y] in a similar fashion. We then augment the input matrix X i with a column of 1-s at the beginning, but for notational simplicity refer to it by X i itself. Using least square technique for model fitting, we need to compute two matrices over the global data: X T X and X T y. As shown below, both these matrices are decomposable over local inputs:
Similarly, it is easy to verify that X T y = n i=1 X T i y i . Once these two matrices are known globally, the set of weights − → w = w 0 , . . . , w d−1 can be computed as
The goal is then to coordinate this computation across the nodes over the topology tree that is already maintained for the monitoring phase. A simple strategy is to use an alternating convergecast-broadcast scheme. For convergecast, whenever a node P i detects that the output of the monitoring algorithm is 1, it sets an alert flag and starts a timer (alert wait period) to τ time units. When the timer expires and if the flag is still set, P i checks to see if it is a leaf. If it is, it sends both X T i X i and X T i y i to its neighbor from which it has not yet received any data and sets its state as convergecast. If, on the other hand, the monitoring algorithm dictates that the model fits the data, the flag is reset. When any intermediate node gets X T j X j and X T j y j from one of its neighbors P j , it first adds the received data to its received buffer B. It then checks if its alert flag is set, the timer has expired and if it has received data from all but one neighbor. If all these conditions are valid, it adds its own data to the received buffer B and sends it to its neighbor from whom it has not received any data and sets its state to convergecast. When a node gets data from all neighbors, it becomes the root. It then solves the regression equation to find a new − → w and broadcasts this − → w to all its neighbors. Any node on receiving this new model, changes it state to 'broadcast' and resets its alert flag and timer. It then forwards the new model to all its children. We use the alert wait period to minimize the number of false alarms by making a node wait for τ time units before the alert is acted upon.
Note that the use of linear regression allows us to compute the weights in an exact fashion compared to centralization. Moreover, the dimensionality of the matrices X T i X i and X
. This shows that the communication complexity is only dependent on the degree of the polynomial or the number of attributes and independent of the size of the dataset.
It must be noted that a new convergecast/brodacast round is invoked whenever R 2 goes below ǫ at all the nodes. R 2 < ǫ implies that the data has changed and the model does not fit the data. To improve model quality, the coefficients of function f are recomputed using the convergecaset/broadcast procedure. However, another scenario where R 2 becomes less than ǫ is when the assumption of linearity is no longer valid. In this case it may still be possible to avoid multiple convergecast rounds by using a sufficiently low (yet significant) value of ǫ in application scenarios where an approximate fit is good enough such as in anomaly detection. Another way of addressing this problem is to directly compare the coefficients of the old and the new model and then to stop the recomputation phase if the two models are close while the R 2 is still low. More details of monitoring nonlinear models is beyond the scope of this work.
Correctness of DReMo:
Correctness of DReMo is based on Theorem 4.1. Based on the conditions, any node will keep sending messages until one of the following conditions occur: (1) for every node,
2) for every P i and every neighbor P j , − → K i , − − → A i,j ,and − − → H i,j ∈ R. In the former case, obviously g(
, thereby guaranteeing global correctness. Also since we are computing linear regression models, the decomposability of the convergecast matrices
T i y i also ensure that the model built is the same as a centralized algorithm having access to all of the data.
Experimental results
In order to analyze the performance of DReMo, we have performed a variety of experiments under different conditions. We first describe the simulation environment and the dataset, followed by the performance of the algorithm.
Experimental setup:
We have used a simulated environment for running the experiments. The simulations have been run on a dual processor machine of 3.3 GHz each with 4GB of physical memory running Windows XP. The distributed network has been simulated on this machine using a topology generated by BRITE (http://www.cs.bu. edu/brite/). We have experimented with the Barabasi Albert (BA) model. We convert the edge delays to simulator ticks for time measurement since wall time is meaningless when simulating thousands of nodes on a single PC. Each simulator tick in our experiment corresponds to 1 msec in BRITE topology. On top of each network generated by BRITE, we overlay a communication tree. We make the assumption that the time required for local processing is trivial compared to the overall network latency and therefore, convergence time for DReMo is reported in terms of the average edge delay.
In our experiments we have used a leaky bucket mechanism which prevents a node from sending two messages within the same leaky bucket period. Whenever a node P i gets a message, it sets a timer to L simulator time units and down counts. If another event occurs while the timer is still active, P i does not send another message. Only if an event occurs after the expiration of the timer, P i is allowed to send another message. Note that this technique does not affect the correctness of the algorithm, since we do not destroy any events. In the worst case, it may only delay convergence. In our experiments we have set the value of L such that any node is able to send between 10 to 20 messages fir each sub-epoch. This rate is enough to allow DReMo to converge while offering a very low communication overhead.
In order to demonstrate the effects of the different parameters of DReMo in a controlled manner, we have used synthetically generated data following a linear model. (Experiments with real data is given in the next section.) Given an input vector − → x j = x j.1 . . . x j.(d−1) , the output is generated according to:
. For any experiment, we have randomly chosen the values of w i 's and σ in the range -5 to +5. Fig.  2 shows the timing diagram for all experiments. At some predefined clock ticks, we have changed the data distribution by randomly changing the weights w i -s of the data generator. We refer to this time interval as an epoch. A epoch consists of several sub-epochs -those time points when we replace 20% of the data at each node, generated from the current distribution. Thus each sub-epoch refers to a unit of data change. We choose length of each epoch as 500,000 ticks and sub-epoch as 20,000 ticks. Note that the number of times data is replaced in every epoch is 500,000/20,000=25 and all our experiments are run for many epochs.
We report three quantities for the experiments: accuracy, convergence rate, and communication cost. These quantities are measured differently for the two modes of DReMo -(1) when only the monitoring algorithm operates, and (2) when the nodes jointly execute the convergecastbroadcast procedure after the monitoring algorithm raises an alert. For the former mode of operation, accuracy is measured as the number of nodes which correctly identify whether R 2 ≷ ǫ, while for the other mode, it is measured as the average R 2 value over all the nodes. Convergence rate is defined as the number of simulator ticks from the beginning of an epoch to the time the algorithm reaches 99% accuracy. Communication cost consists of two types of messages: monitoring messages measured as the number of messages sent by DReMo for monitoring and computation messages for rebuilding the model.
For all the experiments, unless otherwise stated, we have used the following default values of the parameters:
number of tangent lines = 6, and (6) number of nodes (n) = 1000. In the experiments we have not placed the tangents optimally according to Lemma 4.1; rather we have placed the tangents at equidistant points on the x-axis. We ran several experiments and found that this simple technique works quite as well.
Performance analysis of DReMo monitoring phase:
In this mode the nodes are not allowed to deploy the convergecast-broadcast to rebuild the model and only raise alerts when the model is out-of-date. This allows us to demonstrate the convergence properties and message complexity of DReMo. Fig. 3 shows a typical dataset and the performance of the nodes. For this mode of operation of DReMo, we have chosen the data such that for the odd epochs, R 2 odd = 0.7429 while for the even epochs R 2 even = 0.2451 as shown in Fig.  3(a) . This means that, for the odd epochs, the regression coefficients at each node matches with the weights of the data generator, while for the even epochs they do not. The redline is the error threshold ǫ. In all the experiments reported in this mode of operation of DReMo, the goal at each node is to check if the model fits the data i.e. if R 2 odd > ǫ for the odd epochs and R 2 even < ǫ for the even ones. As we see in Fig.  3(b) , accuracy is very high (close to 100%) for each epoch, once the algorithm converges after the initial data change. Fig. 3(c) shows the monitoring messages per node plotted against time. For the default leaky bucket size of 2000, the maximal rate of messages per sub-epoch (i.e. data change) is bounded by 2 × 20, 000/2000 = 20 for DReMo, assuming 2 neighbors per node on average. Also, an algorithm which broadcasts the data for each change will have this maximal rate to be 2 per sub-epoch. For DReMo, this rate of messages per node per sub-epoch has been calculated to be only 0.025, well below these maximal rates.
For DReMo, size of the local dataset plays a vital role in the accuracy and message complexity. Increasing the number of data points per node improves the quality of the local sufficient statistics and hence lowers the messages required by DReMo to agree with its neighbors. This hypothesis is verified by Fig. 4 , which shows an increase in accuracy (top row) and decrease in messages (bottom row) plotted against time for different |S i | = 10, 50 and 100 (left to right). The rate of messages are 0.67, 0.045, and 0.013 per node per sub-epoch for the three cases respectively.
The actual value of ǫ does not affect the performance of DReMo, rather the distance between R 2 and ǫ plays a major role. Closer ǫ is to R 2 for any epoch, the more difficult the problem becomes for that epoch. By varying ǫ between 0 and 1, we demonstrate the performance of DReMo with different levels of problem difficulty as shown in Fig. 6(a) demonstrates the convergence rate of DReMo for different network sizes. We have plotted the performance from the beginning of one epoch till the time the nodes converge to 99% accuracy. At time 0, the accuracy is 0%. When the data changes at 20,000 ticks, accuracy increases and then again drops because the nodes need more information to agree on the outcome. At 40,000 ticks, when the data changes again, the accuracy increases and it keeps increasing till it reaches close to 100%. Even with data changing at subsequent sub-epochs, we do not see any drop in accuracy. For these network sizes, convergence occurs at the following simulator ticks: 50441 (500 nodes), 49282 (1000 nodes), 47120 (2000 nodes), and 47989 (4000 nodes). Fig. 6(b) shows the accuracy and Fig.  6 (c) shows the messages (separately for the odd and even epochs) as the number of nodes is varied from 500 to 4000. Each point in the accuracy plot is the average accuracy of DReMo over the last 80% of time for each epoch. Similarly, each point in the messages plot shows the messages per node per sub-epoch during the later 80% of the epoch. For both these plots, the circles represent the odd epochs, while the squares represent the even epochs and bars represent the standard deviation over 5 runs of the experiment. Since both accuracy and messages do not vary for different network sizes we can conclude that DReMo is highly scalable.
Convergence rate:

Scalability:
We have also run several experiments by varying the other parameters -dimension of the data, size of the leaky bucket and number of tangent lines. For all of these parameters, the accuracy and messages do not vary much. We do not present detailed graphs here due to lack of space.
Performance analysis of DReMo with convergecastbroadcast:
We now shift our focus to the other mode of operation of DReMo -when the algorithm monitors the model and rebuilds it, if outdated. Fig. 7 shows a typical run of the experiment. Fig. 7(a) shows the R 2 value of all nodes at each time instance. The redline is the default value of ǫ = 0.9. The plot shows that DReMo rebuilds the model at every new epoch. Once the model is rebuilt, the value of R 2 drops below ǫ and only the efficient local monitoring algorithm operates for the rest of the epoch. The algorithm has a high true positive rate (alerts raised when necessary) and a very low false positive rate (unnecessary alerts). Fig.  7(b) shows the monitoring messages per node per sub-epoch and Fig. 7(c) shows the cumulative messages exchanged for recomputing the model. As is evident from Fig. 7 (b) and 7(c), the algorithm offers a very low overhead of monitoring. We study the effect of two parameters viz. ǫ and the alert wait period τ on the accuracy and messages of DReMo. show the respective ǫ values. This plot shows that (1) the average computed R 2 is always higher than the ǫ value, and (2) the R 2 value increases with increasing ǫ to maintain the required accuracy since higher ǫ implies more rigid model fitting requirement. The second figure shows both the monitoring messages and convergecast broadcast rounds per node per epoch. The monitoring messages vary between 0.028 and 1.0154 -far less than the maximal rate of 20 and 2 messages as discussed earlier. Also the average number of computation rounds vary between 1.1 and 3.12 which means that new models are built between 1 and 3 times per epoch. As can be seen from the graph, this value is small for lower values of ǫ since model fitting requirements are relaxed.
We have also varied the alert wait period τ to take values 10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000. Fig. 9 shows the variation of accuracy and messages for the values of τ . Average R 2 value varies very little, and always stays greater than ǫ. As expected, the convergecast broadcast rounds per node per epoch decrease and the monitoring messages increase since the convergence of DReMo is delayed with increasing values of τ . The optimal value of τ is that for which both monitoring messages and computation rounds are minimized.
Application to Electrical Smart Grid monitoring
Electrical smart grids (ESG) provide an exciting venue for deploying this algorithm in a realistic setting. In this section we demonstrate how we can monitor the CO 2 emission from energy usage in electric grids. Since data in the electric grid is inherently distributed, this calls for a distributed monitoring algorithm. Unfortunately, a lot of the electric grid performance data is proprietary and not available for experimental purposes. As a result we have used the data available from EIRGRID (http://www.eirgrid.com/). It maintains GRID25 -an efficient power generation and transmission infrastructure which seamlessly connects both fossil fuel generation plants and renewable energy sources. All of the major generating plants feed into this grid for power to be transmitted. EIRGRID publishes system performance data every 15 mins. The data consists of the following: electricity demand (in Mega Watts), wind generation (in Mega Watts) and CO 2 emissions (in Tonnes per hour). This dataset has also been used in [10] for forecasting electricity demand using kernel regression.
Our goal in this work is to demonstrate the ability of DReMo in assessing the state of the ESG distribution system. We have used wind generation and electricity demand as inputs in order to model CO 2 emission, with the underlying assumption that higher than usual CO 2 level indicates higher fossil fuel burning and hence lesser green energy generation. Detection of such events may ultimately help the grid companies to dynamically switch on or off more renewable energy sources. We have downloaded these three features for a period of 9 months Jan 01, 2010 to Sep 30, 2010 (273 days). Since the data is collected every 15 mins, there are a total of 26,208 samples in our full dataset. In our setup, we take each month's data as an epoch and at every 500,000 simulator ticks replace all of the data of all nodes with the next month's data. We have divided each month's data (approximately 2900 points) into 50 nodes such that each node has approximately 55 data points per epoch. We have taken a small sample of the data from the first epoch and have built a regression model and used it as the reference model throughout the remaining epochs of the distributed experiment. It is worthwhile to mention here that we have used DReMo to only detect the changes (no convergecast broadcast). In the absence of real faults in the data, we have altered the CO 2 values of the month of June by ±20% of the actual values. Fig. 10 shows the experimental results. The top figure shows the percentage of nodes agreeing that the model fits the data at each time instance. For the entire period till the end of May we see a good agreement between the model of Jan 2010 and the data, with some intermediate false alarms. The interesting phenomenon occurs during June 2010 and the algorithm correctly detects the event. After June, when the data changes again, the algorithm recovers and shows high accuracy. In order to validate this, we have built regression models for each epoch separately, and found that they are very similar, except the data for June 2010. The bottom plot shows the messages exchanged by DReMo for this monitoring.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a new method for monitoring linear regression models in distributed environments. The proposed algorithm uses R 2 statistic to assess the quality of a linear regression model in a distributed fashion and raises an alert whenever the value of the statistic drops below a predefined threshold ǫ. The algorithm is provably correct and has very low communication overhead -both ideal for easy deployment on top of existing distributed infrastructures such as data centers and electrical smart grids. Another important characteristic of the proposed algorithm is the choice of R 2 as the monitoring function, which helps one to choose a model fidelity threshold (ǫ) in a data independent manner, making it amenable to diverse applications. Extensive experimental evaluation using both synthetic and real data corroborate the performance claims of DReMo. In our future research, we plan to extend this scale-free monitoring algorithm to nonlinear models such as kernel regression.
